UQ x Frank Green promotion

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The University of Queensland (UQ) (through the University’s Advancement and Community Engagement office) is conducting a ‘UQ x Frank Green Giveaway’ (Promotion). The terms and conditions for the Promotion are set out below.

1. ENTRY PERIOD: The competition closes at 6 pm (AEST) Friday 7 June 2024 (Closing Time).

2. ELIGIBILITY: To be eligible to enter the Promotion a person must:
   a. Be an alum of UQ
   b. NOT be a current UQ staff member
   c. NOT be a current UQ student

   UQ will have the right to exclude from the Promotion entries which do not meet those eligibility requirements, and which do not meet the method of entry requirements below. Entrants, in entering the Promotion, warrant that they are an eligible entrant. UQ assumes no responsibility for lost or late entries.

3. METHOD OF ENTRY: Eligible entrants wishing to enter the Promotion must:
   a. Complete the online entry form by 6 pm (AEST) Friday 7 June 2024 (Closing Time).
   b. Review these terms and conditions of the Promotion provided.

4. LIMIT ON ENTRIES: Only one entry per eligible person is permitted.

5. PRIZE DRAW DATE: The prize draw will occur on Monday 10 June 2024.

6. PRIZE: There is one prize to be won: one Frank Green Essentials Gift Set, including a 595ml reusable water bottle and 355ml reusable coffee cup, customised in UQ colours.

7. RANDOM SELECTION: A winner will be chosen by the UQ Advancement and Community Engagement office using a random number generator.

8. NOTIFICATION OF WINNER: UQ will notify the winner via email, using the same email address used to submit their entry, after the prize winner is randomly selected.

9. COLLECTION OF PRIZE:
   a. Prizes will be posted to the winner after they respond to confirm their postal addresses.
   b. UQ reserves the right to satisfy itself that a winner was an eligible entrant and to satisfy itself on the identity of any person claiming to be a winning entrant prior to handing over the Prize. If not satisfied on either count it reserves the right to conduct a redraw for the Prize in question.
10. UNCLAIMED PRIZE DRAW: If a Prize remains unclaimed after 5 pm, Tuesday 11 June 2024, it will be forfeited.

11. PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY: UQ collects your information to administer the Promotion in accordance with these Terms and Conditions, and update your contact details in UQ’s database for the purpose of maintaining contact with you (including in relation to future events, appeals and other engagement opportunities).

   UQ will not disclose this information to a third party without your agreement, except in accordance with the Information Privacy Act 2009 and other relevant privacy laws.

   For further information, please refer to the University’s Privacy Management Policy.

12. RIGHT TO CANCEL COMPETITION: UQ reserves the right to cancel the Promotion if it has reasonable cause to do so.